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		The study of social networks was originated in social and business communities. In recent years, social network research has advanced significantly; the development of sophisticated techniques for Social Network Analysis and Mining (SNAM) has been highly influenced by the online social Web sites, email logs, phone logs and instant messaging systems, which are widely analyzed using graph theory and machine learning techniques. People perceive the Web increasingly as a social medium that fosters interaction among people, sharing of experiences and knowledge, group activities, community formation and evolution. This has led to a rising prominence of SNAM in academia, politics, homeland security and business. This follows the pattern of known entities of our society that have evolved into networks in which actors are increasingly dependent on their structural embedding General areas of interest to the book include information science and mathematics, communication studies, business and organizational studies, sociology, psychology, anthropology, applied linguistics, biology and medicine.
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Red Hat Fedora 4 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2005
Master Red Hat Fedora 4 with the most comprehensive guide to the latest version  of Red Hat's open-community Fedora Linux Distribution available. Red Hat Fedora  4 Unleashed will help you gain a greater understanding of intermediate-level  Linux networking and system administration issues. Also included is coverage on  the new applications, web...
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iOS in PracticeManning Publications, 2012

	
	
		My professional coding career has gone from large to small in a variety of ways. I
	
		started on 3279 terminals at IBM, and with each professional move (from Ericsson to
	
		Travelocity and others) I went to smaller machines and smaller companies. Now I
	
		work on computers you can fit in your pocket and at a company of one:...
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Java How to Program, 7th EditionPrentice Hall, 2007
 The Deitels' groundbreaking How to Program series offers unparalleled breadth and depth of object-oriented programming concepts and intermediate-level topics for further study. The Seventh Edition has been extensively fine-tuned and is completely up-to-date with Sun Microsystems, Inc.’s...
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Computer Modeling in Bioengineering: Theoretical Background, Examples and SoftwareJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Bioengineering is a broad-based engineering discipline that applies engineering principles and design to challenges in human health and medicine, dealing with bio-molecular and molecular processes, product design, sustainability and analysis of biological systems. Applications that benefit from bioengineering include medical devices, diagnostic...
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Mastering AutoCAD Civil 3D 2009Sybex, 2008
Design Your Way from Field to Finish with This Expert Guide to Civil 3D
    Understand concepts, create perfect designs, and manage every stage of your projects with this thorough guide to Autodesk's powerful civil engineering software. Authored by experts with close ties to Autodesk and the Civil 3D community, this guide...
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Core Java Volume I--Fundamentals (10th Edition) (Core Series)Prentice Hall, 2016

	Core Java® has long been recognized as the leading, no-nonsense tutorial and reference for experienced programmers who want to write robust Java code for real-world applications. Now,   Core Java®, Volume I–Fundamentals, Tenth Edition,   has been extensively updated to reflect the...
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